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REPLACING PILE BRUSH
INSTRUCTIONS

Cut new pile brush to the same size as the 
old brush and reinsert it in the same groove 
in which the old brush was removed. Be 
sure the new pile brush is seated fully in 
the groove and is the full length of the hem 
bar including plastic caps.
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Reinstall the half of the hem bar cap 
that was removed in step 6. 9

Remove half of the hem bar cap in which 
you took the silver screws out in step 4.6

Slide the existing pile brush by pulling it 
horizontally toward the open end of the 
hem bar.
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Remove silver screws from the top and 
bottom of the hem bar keeping plastic caps 
in place. Remove screws from one side of 
the fabric only, front or back.
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Remove the two silver through bolts 
running horizontally through hem bar caps 
and fabric. There are small nuts used on 
the back side, be careful not to drop them 
as bolts are removed.
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Lower shade to chest height or a 
comfortable height to reach the hem bar. 3

Retract shade to upper limit.1

Remove snap cover from one side track and 
uninstall the track.2

Retract shade to its upper limit 
and reinstall the track per original 
installation instruction.
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Follow the original installation 
instruction to ensure proper 
operation of the shade.
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Limits may need to be adjusted for 
optimal seal with new pile brush. 14

Reinsert the silver through bolts 
and nuts horizontally that were 
removed in step 5. Ensure the top 
screw runs through the hole in the 
fabric the same way it was before it 
was removed. Be careful not to over 
tighten the horizontal screws so that 
they protrude out of the back of the 
cap. 
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Reinstall the two silver screws in 
the top and bottom of the hem bar 
removed in step 4.
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